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This kit allows you to convert your old fixed strap to the new Velstretch modular strap or replace the Velcro, rubber, and Velstretch
strap on a base where the Velcro adhesive has failed. It has 3 parts:
1. Velstretch strap
2. 4.5” (11.43 cm) sticky Velcro strip
3. 4.5” (11.43 cm) sponge rubber strip with adhesive back.

First you have to get the black collar section ‘naked’. Rip the Velcro off the back and the rubber
off the front. Remove any eyelets with pliers. If any glue remains, use lighter fluid, lacquer
thinner or alcohol to clean it.

Then remove the backing from the
Velcro strip and stick it on the back
of the collar section. Let it go over
the bottom edge by about 1/4” (.6
cm).

Like you see in this
picture.

Then remove the backing from the sponge rubber strip and line it up with the Velcro, sticking the
rubber on the inside of the black collar section. Press the 2 strips together tight with your fingers.

Starting place for different flashes:

Big Flip-it!
DFD Pro

Classic Flip-it!
DFD Classic
Older Flip-it! models

Press down on the stretch
strap to stick it to the hook
Velcro on the base. Make
sure that the ribbed (smooth)
surface is facing out.

Sizing the strap to your flash:

With your left hand on the Velcro ends,
hold the base on the short side of your
flash.

With your right hand, stretch the loose end of the strap around
the base, using moderate pressure, and stick it down on the
Velcro. Check to see that it is tight enough to hold well, but not
so tight as to be a struggle to mount it onto the flash (see
below).

When you are satisfied
with the tightness, you
may cut off the extra.

* New instructions for putting the Flip-it! on and taking it off your flash. First put the Flip-it! on your flash at a tightness that you
like. The Flip-it! is now set for going on and off, keeping the loop intact. No more winding and unwinding the strap. See the
illustrations below.

Center the Flip-it! on your
flash with your left hand.

Grasp the front of the stretch strap
with the fingers of your right hand.

Pull forward and over the
front of the flash.

To remove, flick the front of
the strap up.

